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About CSA Global

CSA Global is a leading geological and mining
consulting company providing strategic advice
and high-quality solutions to clients in the
global mining industry for more than 35 years.
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Karora Resources is a multi-asset mineral resource company focused primarily on the acquisition, exploration, evaluation and
development of precious metal properties. It is Karora’s vision to become the next sustainable high quality mid-tier producer.

Karora is executing its growth plan to double expected annual gold production to approximately 200,000 ounces by 2024
compared to 2020 and reduce costs at its integrated Beta Hunt Gold Mine and Higginsville Gold Operations in Western
Australia. The Higginsville treatment facility is a low-cost 1.6 Mtpa processing plant, expanding to a planned 2.5 Mtpa by 2024,
which is fed at capacity from Karora's underground Beta Hunt mine and Higginsville mines.
Karora has a strong Board and management team focused on delivering shareholder value and responsible mining, as
demonstrated by Karora’s commitment to reducing emissions across its operations. Karora's common shares trade on the TSX
under the symbol KRR and trade on the OTCQX market under the symbol KRRGF.
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The Problem
Increasing focus on exploration under
younger cover to access new search space

Exploration under salt lakes is technically
difficult and requires specialized equipment
Click to add text

Covered terrains are characterized by limited
availability of previous data

Exploration under cover is expensive

The Task
• Complete an integrated geological
interpretation of the Sleuth Trend
study area, located largely on a salt
lake, using all available data
• Use the Baloo open pit gold mine
as the type example of structurally
hosted Au mineralisation in the
Sleuth Trend
• Produce quality drill targets for
primary gold mineralisation

Regional magnetics image (TMIRTP) showing the location of the Sleuth
Trend study area (red dashed lines), Karora Resources tenement
boundaries and significant gold prospects (image provided by Karora
Resources (2021) project scope document with modifications).
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Sleuth Trend study
area boundary

The Task (continued)
KRR provided all 2D and 3D datasets:
• Drill hole database – including XRF
and multi-element geochemistry data
• All geophysical files – gravity,
magnetics, etc.
• All geological interpretation files
• Previous interpretations
• Geochemistry files
• Baloo Gold Mine Leapfrog geological
model
Regional magnetics image (TMIRTP) showing the location of the Sleuth
Trend study area (red dashed lines), Karora Resources tenement
boundaries and significant gold prospects (image provided by Karora
Resources (2021) project scope document with modifications).
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area boundary

Gold Mineralisation in the Sleuth Trend
Orogenic gold in quartz vein lodes adjacent to the
sheared contacts between the Paringa Basalt, Black
Flag sediments and volcaniclastic rocks, proximal to the
regional-scale NNW trending Zuleika Shear typically at
intersections with NE trending or E trending structures.

Major structures in the Sleuth Trend (provided by Karora Resources
(2021) with additional annotations).
Visible Au in a quartz vein at the Monsoon prospect (SPBD0344, 133.0m)
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Geophysical data sets
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Geological drill hole logging
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Interpreted structural framework

Build

Simplified solid lithological model
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A regolith and paleochannel model using drilling data

Interpret

Down-hole and bottom of hole geochemical data
(PCA, lithogeochemical interpretation}

Integrate

Geochemical interpretations into the 3D geological
and structural model

Interpret

Drill targets using integrated model

Structural controls at the Baloo Gold Mine
• Detailed structural analysis of DD core
• Interpretation in the 3D environment
• Statistical correlation of structural
measurements and vein types with Au
mineralisation
• Steeply E dipping shears along the
Paringa Basalt-Black Flag contact
• N Striking subvertical shear veining
within the plane of the pervasive
foliation

Sleuth Trend Regional Geological Model
Three lithostructural framework models (solid 3D
volumetric models) were developed in Leapfrog based on
integration of:
• Drilling data
• Geophysical data
• Baloo mine Leapfrog model (KRR)
Output:
• Regional scale model
• Six detailed, integrated lithostructural framework
models within the larger regional scale model
• Regional scale paleochannel regolith model, including
regolith models for the detailed integrated models
Models can be (should be) incrementally updated and
refined as new data become available

BALOO GOLD MINE

Sleuth Trend regional geological model
Cross section through the Monsoon prospect looking NW
“Terpentine Shear”

Baloo Mine

“Swishbush Shear”

Monsoon Splay prospect

“Monsoon Splay Fault”
ZuleikaShear

Interpreted granite at depth

Implicit model of the base of the erosional paleosurface correlates well with the previously
interpreted north directed paleo-drainage system
Elevation model of the base of the transported cover paleosurface (4x vertical exaggeration) – the
extent of Nanook alluvial paleochannel Au is shown in red
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Bernie’s Corner
Sun Bear
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NW View – Sleuth Trend
Palaeodrainge (blue) ResPot 2021

Paleochannels – Au Mineralisation
Correlations between
basement structures
and the paleochannels
clearly reflected in Au
assays in transported
cover
Can identify other
possible alluvial Au
targets, paleo-drainage
channels and possible
Au-bearing Archean
basement sources

Interpreted trace of the Zuleika Shear

Paddington

Nanook

Bindy

Interpreted trace of the
Nanook Fault Zone
Humphrey
Maximum Au assays in transported cover draped on the erosional paleosurface base (2x vert.) and interpreted paleo-drainage at
Nanook looking north along the Sleuth Trend.

Interpret BOH ME Geochemistry – Principal Component Analysis
PC4 Au
mineralisation
pathfinder
element suite

Strong PC 4Score
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Weak PC 4Score

Weak PC 4Score

Targets based on
PC4- only

Example Targets Monsoon Structural Block
• Targets interpreted Paringa –
Black Flag contacts
• PC2 pathfinder element suite
response highlights these
contacts and intersections with
NE trending structures
• Think about the drilling
directions used
• Did the dominant drilling
direction hide (not identify)
gold mineralisation?
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Exploration under cover requires maximizing understanding of all existing
data
Individual data sets can be interpreted separately, but this does not permit a
full understanding of all contextual relationships between data sets

Integration of disparate data sets provides the platform to validate and
interpret individual data sets against each other

Conclusions

Modelling the data sets in a 3D environment provides the ideal platform to
assemble all disparate data sets to validate and enhance interpretations
The integrated 3D geological, structural and geochemical model allows the
interpretation of best knowledge exploration targets
3D integrated “targeting” models can be rapidly updated and re-interpreted
when new data become available
The integrated 3D exploration modelling of the Sleuth Trend data has
provided encouraging exploration targets in a cost-effective manner
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